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A Premies

The respiratory therapist made sure I got air,
The x-ray technician took pictures right there.
Everyone did what they could for me,
But I'm not doing well - too early, you see.
My oxygen levels are way too low,
Even when they turn up the flow.
My IV blew again today,
They stuck me three times, let me cry if I may.
They stick my heels every six hours,
Is it warm outside? Can you see pretty flowers?
I know you are worried and look very sad,
But the doctors and nurses say I look very bad.

Mommy and daddy, I want you to know,
Although I am so little, I do love you so.
I was born too early, I'm much too small,
I hear the angels and Jesus call.
I want to stay on earth with you,
And go home to my nursery that is new.
But here I am on this open bed,
With blankets around and lights overhead.

I know where I would rather be,
I'm just too little - too early you see.

I'd like to go home to my tiny crib,
And let you feed me with my tiny bib.
And let you rock me in your arms so warm,
And protect me from life's harm.
But I hear Jesus calling - I hear Him so plainly,
I won't give up; I'll hang on for you, mainly.

A tube in my throat, tape on my face,
I really do not like this place.
My tummy is hungry, but no food for me,
I can not digest it - too early, you see.

It is the best thing - I want you to know.

My little eyes will open soon,
I don't even know if it's night or noon.
Antibiotics go into my vein,
I don't know how you can still be sane.

You'll have my picture and a lock of my hair,
And a bright colored box to keep them in there.
You will never forget me, I'll live on in your heart,
But Jesus is calling and I must depart.

My lungs are so tiny, they don't work the best,
And Jesus is calling - I won't pass the test.
The doctors did all that they could,
The nurses did everything that they should.

I was born too early and I've run out of fight.

Unless you can stand to let me go,
I will live in your heart forever and always,
I will never forget you in tiny and small ways.

Tell the doctors to stop - no more sticks, light's too bright,
Look! Jesus has tiny wings, don't cry Mom and Dad,
I'll be happy in heaven - try not to be sad.

Over the years, the timing
of this issue shifted until it
became a part of the Nurse
Week celebration every May It
is the one firm printing deadline for the year. Each year, the
selection of the entries to be
included becomes more and
more difficult.
-,
When the entries arrive,
a secretary types them onto
, . a disk They then are copied
with the authors name omit~
ted. Each Editorial Board
member gets a packet of anonymous entries to read
before the board meeting. Each ranks the entries in
order, the rankings are collated, and the entries to be
published decided. Unfortunately, space limits the
amount we can print but we do push the limits to the
max. Only after the decisions are made do we learn
who wrote what.
Each year, the Board members say, 'This was
such a hard decision. They should all win." Thanks to
Friends of Nursing, some do receive tangible awards
and all authors receive a small gift in acknowledgment
of their work But the board members are right.r.all
the entries should win - and, in reality, all the entries
do win. No - they don't all get first, second, or third
place; they don't all get Honorable Mention. Some
don't even get printed. But all win because they have

stretched themselves. The act of writing about such
significant elements of life as birth, illness, death,
love, and care requires opening oneself to others.
Nursing cares for people during the most intense and
intimate times. Writing about nursing can expose
intense and intimate emotions.

From the

Editorial
Board Members
Anne Brown, RN/17

PACU

•••
These essays and poems express many aspects of
patient care and look at nursing from the perspective
of the patient, families, and the nurse. The essays in
this issue truly speak with Nursing's Voice. May they
encourage you as they demonstrate the value of nursing in the eyes of those we care for and may they
inspire you to strive toward excellence in that care.
Celebrate Nurse Week! You are worthy of the
celebration.
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Second Place

She IsA
We waited for an escort to the operating room.
My husband had already had his IV inserted. How
many IV'shad I started over the years? Hundreds? A
thousand? Maybe. I wanted to pull the IV from his
nurse and say "Do it like this. Let me do it," but I
didn't. I watched and waited. The doctor came to the
room for a final talk. I asked if he would need to be
intubated for the biopsy He asked me if I was a nurse,
but didn't answer my question. "Do you work here?"
My answer "yes" was still not enough. "What unit do
you work in? Where did you work before that?" Does
it matter, I thought? Does it matter that I had worked
in the intensive care unit taking care of patients that
sometimes weren't even as sick as my husband is
right now? Does it matter that I'm not at the bedside
anymore? I'm still a nurse. Am I?
I said goodbye to my husband, knowing when he
returned we would know if his malignant lymphoma
was Hodgkin's or non. I prayed for Hodgkin's. I knew
our chances were better with Hodgkins. Married ten
years with two small children, we had been stressed
about mundane things - grocery shopping, bills, afterschool activities, and work. How silly now. I thought
of my mother saying, "If you have your health, you
have everything." Why are they always right? One day
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he found a lump, and the next day an x-ray told us it
was probably lymphoma. All those formerly stressful
things were now our salvation as they kept us busy
enough that our minds were not constantly on this
awful news.
Ignorance is bliss, yet I scoured the Internet and
medical journals for information. I found that knowing what would happen was not the comfort I sought.
Percentages are cruel and now there is hope and just a
little luck factored in. I found strength in my friends
and in people who had endured such suffering and
fi"itrdshipthat I never knew. Such heroic stories and
sadness, yet always the same common thread - faith,
hope and love. I can't thank those people enough that
wrote inspirational letters and took the time to share
their personal triumphs and sorrows. There are so
many good people. So many people just to listen and
light a candle.

\

-
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There were the oncology nurses who delivered
complex chemotherapeutic infusions with compassion
and dignity There was the operating room nurse who
told my husband not to worry as she put his hand to
her shoulder to feel her own subclavian port. She had
just finished chemotherapy for breast cancer and was
in remission. Her courage gave me and my husband
strength. As did the courage of another nursing technical partner who had endured chemotherapy; he was
there to listen and understand. His written words
were an inspiration and will be cherished.
I would drive my husband for treatment and
pester the staff with requests for lab values and vital
signs. They would indulge me and whisper to another,
"she is a nurse." Always so patient; was it because I
was a nurse? Did it matter? Yes,it mattered. It mattered
because there is no other calling that will prepare you
for this ultimate challenge that is life. We care for the
sick and hope they are strangers to us. We do for
people what their own family can not or will not do.
We do this as we raise our children and care for our
parents and other extended family We provide care
with limited resources and even on those days that
fatigue overwhelms us, we persevere. We draw on an
inner strength that is the core of nursing. We ensure
that delivery of health care is done for our patients
with dignity and excellence. We teach. We guide and
comfort. We are the essence of caring and it is this
that makes us an extension of the human spirit. Yes,
I am a nurse. It doesn't matter the type of nursing I
have done or will do. It is the strength, the education,
and compassion that are a part of each and every one
of us. We have been given a gift. We have been given
the strength and the knowledge to embrace whatever
this challenge called life delivers to us and those
around us.
My husband has completed a brutal course of
chemotherapy and is finishing radiation. His gallium
scans are clear. He appears to have beaten this monster that is cancer. Together we will do the everyday
tasks of grocery shopping, bills, housecleaning, and
cooking. They will not be stressful. We will laugh and
find tl}tjoyin the beauty of life around us. We will
watch our children grow and revel in their joy and
triumphs. We will live each day one at a time and I
will beam with pride when we go for follow-up visits
and they whisper, "She is a nurse."
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Completely exhausted, she left early this morning to
send their children off'~o daycare and get·~ few
l!~.oments rest. A~ repcxt finished, I was already formulating the day's carerlan. Ten years of critical care
experience should make the technical skills at liatia.",
pretty routine. My biggest challenge would be
~"ke
Ben as comfortable as possible, while juggling hi:;; -.
emotional needs and those of his family and his nurse I
I walked into the room feeling confident and
ready to start Ben's road to recovery. "Hi Ben, I'm
Michelle, your nurse for the next twelve hours." His
tired eyes locked with mine. "Hi Michelle. I'm glad \
you're here." The next half-hour consisted of vital .
signs, lung auscultation, washing and repositioning.'
Every nurse realizes an AM. bath can be the best
opportunity to assess the patient from head to toe,
and use this time to get to know the person lying ift
the hospital bed. My conclusion: Ben was a youngr
man who took pride in keeping himself physical}y fit.
He loved his profession and couldn't wait to return to
work as a financial analyst. He lived for his wi)l ;md
two children and wanted desperately to be hOF~ with
them again. Here was a man who had everytHing I
Unfortunately, everything included a diseaielth~.t. was
threatening to rob him of his healthy, happylifeJ Ben
was terrified! This day was just the beginning of~a
long, unknown journey. Hopefully, this journey~ould
lead Ben back to the life he loved and the peopl1;\ who
love him. Ben was no longer just my p;tient...h~. was a
1I
husband, a father, a son, and a brott·r.
Fifteen minutes passed as I sat, tside Ben~lroom
charting the morning's findings. Dn. M. approa
ea
with a smile and a comforting hartd on my ar
~
"Good morning Michelle. I'm gltcr1you're her
.~his
was the second person to say tl;!ese words to
this
morning. I knew I was placed ~e'l;§for a r on;
rrussion for the day became clearer tha
er. Ben was
going to get well! After a quick updat
r. M. and-I
entered the room togethef to assess
nonce agai.ih
Could this be the sam~an
I met just minutes
I
before? Heart racingltRapid breat~ngl Sweat - I
drenched bodyl C<j}tld this be a!rontinuation of ~y
early mornmg mg~tmare? N0i~en was decompensatmg before our eyes. He was TT<;lt arousablel Dr. M.'s
expertise took cclhtrol of thKclownwardly spiraling
situation. CalmlY the leade'?of our team delegated
duties to all pr~ent in Wfroom. "I need an intpbation tray; call Respiratory for a ventilator. Give lBen
some Fentanyli\fand VIsed to make him comfortable."
Within minutt.' Ben;'Was intubated, on the ventilator,
and appeare9¥stabl~. The crisis was over! It was (me
to review lljormation and fmd the cause of Ben's
setback I
s mal~mg a mental checklist of my

to
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*Names have been changed
for the family'S privacy.
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Float Pool

Heart racing! Rapid breathing I Sweat -drenched
body! Ak the distant sound comes closer and closer,
louder and louder, (can't quite recognize its source),
I explod~ back to reality .. : away from my dream,
NO ... ~y nightmare! A sob escapes my lips, and
as I turn toward the sound, [I feel the pillow beneath
me wet from tears. Recognition settles in as I reach
to turn off the now familiar 'culprit - no snooze
alarm todiiy. I lie motionless in bed unsuccessfully
attempting\to recreate the frightful images that
plagued m)\ slumber. First morning sunlight filters
through the 'mini blinds, bringing my thoughts
back to the present. Time to call the unit for todays
twelve-hour s6redule. I take deep breaths, still
attempting to c\llm my tense.body, as I listen to the
ringing phone. l\wonder where I'll be working today
and breathe an audible sigh of relief when I hear
"Medical-Surgical \CU" - a place of familiarity. Unlike
the start of my morning, the day should run smoothly.
Wait a second! What.am I thinking? Theres never a
dull moment in the W:y. I'm a critical care nurse; I've
learned to expect the unexpected. Hopefully my
nightmare wasn't any indication of what awaited me
this Monday morning.
\;
Ben * was admitted earl): last evening. He was
diagnosed with acute leukemia on Friday after feeling
lethargic for two weeks. The pigl).t shift nurse's words
barely registered as my own thoug~ts raced in my
head. Age 32- that's my age. Two litHe children - I
have two little ones. What would they,~o if I were
this sick? How does ones life turn upside.down in
just two weeks? How can anyone cope? Tni~ last
unspoken question prompted me to ask, "Where is
Ben's wife; how is she coping?" Sarah was at Beris -,
side all night. She was unable to rest because of his',
incessant coughing, despite suppressive medications.
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morning's assessment when Dr. M.'s voice rang out.
"We need a STi;,.TCAT scan of the head. His eyes are
fixed and dilated!" Please, let this be a continuation of
MY nightmare, not Ben's nightmare of leukemia. I
rushed down the hall to CAT scan realizing Bens journey to wellness had come to a halt. Please God, allow
Ben to begin his journey again!
Sarah returned after Ben was already settled back
in his ICU room. Her look of confusion at seeing the
changes in her husband during her absence tore at my
heart. Her confusion quickly changed to anger. "Why
did l leave? I knew I shouldn't have left Bens side - he
would never have left mine!" While allowing her to
express her emotions, I assured her nothing would
have changed if she were present. Now all we could
do was wait for the CAT scan results. As I did with
Ben this morning, I used this opportunity to get to
know Sarah. She sat close to her husband, lovingly
stroking his arm, and talked about their life together.
I listened, knowing her words were not meant for me,
but for the man lying in bed with closed eyes and still
body ... the man who completed her world ...the man I
was still determined to get well and return to her and
their children.
Dr. M. entered the room and immediately
approached Sarah. He relayed the morning's events
and assured her that everything possible was being
done for Ben. Knowing the unexpected can happen
did not make the CAT scan results any easier to
accept. Ben had a massive amount of swelling in his
brain. As he continued to explain details to Sarah, I
continued with my own thoughts ...Ben could herniate
at anytime. The mannitol was already in my hands as
Dr. M. gave the order. Together we would save Ben!
The next few hours allowed me to meet Ben's
family, except his young children. Although divorced
from the time he was a young child, Bens father and
mother remained close in raising their only son,
watching him grow into a fine man and loving parent.
Pride radiated from their faces as they shared stories.
Next, I met his two sisters. Tear-filled eyes were soon
replaced with mischievous gleams as they reminisced
about childhood memories and shared mental pictures of a healthy, happy Ben - a Ben I would never
know. As I listened to each story, my fears began to
grow. Ben was no longer coughing with suctioning.
His body remained limp despite attempts to get a
response with central pain. He wasn't receiving any
narcotics or paralyzing agents that would cause this
condition. Dr. M. explained to Bens family that we
would do a cerebral flow scan. This test-would determine if blood were still flowing to the brain. If negative, Ben would be pronounced brain dead. Prayers
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filled the room. I already knew the unexpected had
happened! Bens journey had ended ...he no longer felt
the pain of leukemia I
Bens family sat in a state of shock as the news
was delivered. Ben was gone; he was no longer suffering. As they remained in the consultation room to find
the strength for their final farewells, Dr. M. offered his
condolences and quietly stepped behind the pulled
curtain and shed tears for the life he could not save.
Together we removed the tubes from Bens body
before his family returned. Bens recovery was out of
our grasp, but our vision was still clear. We were now
here, not for Ben, but for his family They were beginning their ownjourney ..a life without Ben. My new
challenge was to support them as they said good-bye.
Ben's father returned first. "Son, you've made me
so proud to be your father. I'll be with you again
someday I love you." His mother, not strong enough
to stand on her own, returned supported on each side
by her daughters. " I should be lying in that bed; you
should be saying good-bye to me. I love you, Benny"
Somehow she gathered the strength to stand and leave
alone. "Good-bye Benny ...we love you. You were our
hero ...our big brother." Bens sisters left, allowing me a
few brief moments to say my own good-byes. "Thank
you for letting me take care of you today, Ben. You
helped me to remember how precious and unexpected
life can be. Every moment counts. I'm glad I was here,
too! Then I prayed, "Lord, please never let me take a
single breath for granted." Finally, Sarah returned with
a graceful calm surrounding her. I stepped to the
other side of the curtain to give her time alone with
the man she married, but remained close in case she
needed me. I couldn't help but hear her final words.
"I ordered cuff links for you for our anniversary They
came yesterday; I'll make sure you have them on when
we lay you to rest. I know you were scared about
receiving chemotherapy ..don't be scared any longer...
nothing can ever hurt you again. Our children will
always know what a wonderful man and father you
were! I hope I told you that enough. I'll never let the
boys forget you!" Once again, my own thoughts were
with me .... silently I whispered, hoping my message
would be heard across the miles .. ."1 love you Phil...1
hope I say that often enough to you." Suddenly, just
as my alarm had done that very morning. Sarah's final
words exploded me back to reality "I love you sweetheart. I'll think of you every day, and each night you'll
only be just a dream away."
With that calm gracefulness I witnessed earlier,
Sarah stood to leave. She gave me a hug and thanked
me for the care I gave her Ben today "I'm glad you
\ycre here."

"I listened, knowing her
words were not meant
for me, but for the man
lying in bed with closed
eyes and still body... the
man who completed her
world ...the man I was
still determined to get
well and return to her
and their children."
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Honorable Mention
As the children's choir begins to sing,
"Hark the Herald Angels Sing," I silently
begin to sob ...
For some reason, tragedies around the holidays
seem even more horrific. Maybe it's because we
become so stressed with the tasks of holiday preparation that when we hear a sobering story of loss,
we realize how far we have drifted from the true
purpose of the season. We may also realize how
much we take our loved ones for granted.
December 22, 2000 - There has been a horrible
accident involving a woman and her three children. The mother was pronounced dead at the
scene. We were going to receive two of the three
children on our unit. The youngest child at two
years old, Jeremiah, was the most critical. As he
arrive'd on our unit, it was a "controlled chaos"
while we struggled to maintain his vital signs and
'react to his lab values.
I could not stop to think about how terribly
sad this whole scenario was, because I knew, once
started, I would not be able to function as needed.
His head was wrapped entirely in Kerlix to help
minimize the blood loss from his head injury He
was covered up to and including his face with the
warming blanket in an attempt to maintain his body
temperature. By the end of the evening, I realized I
had not really taken a good look at his face. While
I'm sure that was a subconscious defense mechanism, 1 knew it was important that I see this little
boy's eyes. I pulled down the blanket and saw a
beautiful little boy, very close to my own son's age.
By the next evening, Jeremiah had been pronounced "brain dead" and his father had selflessly
agreed to organ donation. I was invited by the
Kidney-l nurse to attend the organ recovery surgery.

Throughout the first half of the surgery, 1alternated
between incredible joy thinking of the patients
awaiting these organs, and overwhelming sadness
for this little boy As the surgery reached its apex, I
was invited to stand at the head of the table for an
unobstructed view. As the surgeon cross-clamped
the major vessels in preparation for the actual organ
retrieval, the cardiac monitor and the ventilator were
shut off.
As I peered down from my stool, my eyes were
drawn to the little heart inside the little chest as it
began to beat slower and slower. It was one of those

~nnifer

GYftcCardle, RN

experiences where all of the background fades away
and you are focused on only one thing. The only
other thing I remember is hearing "Hark the Herald
Angels Sing" playing over the speakers as I watched
his tiny heart stop.
I felt an enormous sense of sadness for this little
life lost and the excruciating pain his family must be
going through as they grieve the loss of both mother
and child.

,

PICU

... As I sit in the pew on Christmas Eve,
tears streaming down my face, remembering
little Jeremiah, I thank God for my healthy
son. I know that whenever I hear the
Christmas carol "Hark the Herald Angels
Sing," I will think of Jeremiah, his mother

\

and his family, and say a little prayer.
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Honorable Mention
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As I turned away from his bedside and walked
toward the door, my father called my name. I
looked over my shoulder but no words followed.
He just nodded as to say nothing then waved
goodbye. But the look in his eyes revealed more
than words. We never exchanged many words but
we had an unspoken understanding. I saw the fear
in his eyes and the look portrayed on his face that
we would never see each other again. One last look
from the hallway through his hospital room window revealed a familiar vision. Sitting up in bed,
black-framed glasses propped on his nose, my
father was reading the New York Times. I thank
God that I inherited my father's sense of humor
and not his nose. Many times we joked that he

~nice
••
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~posito,

Medical Technologist HNL
could generate a second income by renting out
rooms in his nose. Despite his large nose and the
years of strokes that had withered his once muscular body, my father was a handsome man. He was
6 feet tall, had beautiful blue eyes and soft supple
skin for a 70 year old man. His wavy salt and
pepper hair would cause any balding thirty year
old man to be jealous. He always had a smile for
everyone, even when he wasn't feeling well.
For a moment I observed my father reading
the newspaper and reflected back on my childhood
when he would send me to the corner store for the
New York Times and the Daily News. Like a priest
reads the bible, my father religiously read those
newspapers. Never did I expect that the last time I
would see my father would be in that comforting
and familiar position.
If you have ever been awakened by a ringing
telephone in the middle of the night, you will
understand the fear as your heart races and the
worst thoughts go through your mind. My greatest
fears were confirmed. My father was in DIC
(Disseminated Intravascular Coagulation) following

surgery As a medical technologist, I knew the
consequences and the chances of survival.
The hour drive to the hospital did not prepare
me for what I was about to witness. How could the
man laying in that hospital bed be my father) This
man barely fit in the bed. His distorted, fluid-filled
body resembled something out of a horror movie.
As my sister and I cried and held his large hands,
we asked why God would allow this to happen to
our father. The nursing staff was very accommodating, allowing us to stay by his bedside while they
frantically worked around us. During this critical
time, they found the time to console us and offer
words of encouragement.
As I watched the machine control his breathing,
the monitors beep out his vital signs, and the array
of lines and tubes connected to his body, I was
bewildered by the way the nursing staff could manage everything like a maestro conducts a symphony
We don't realize the amount of skill and expertise
involved in critical care nursing until we experience
it first-hand. We are fortunate to have caring and
compassionate people willing to provide such a
needed and invaluable service to society
No one expected my father to survive the next
24 hours. I knew he was a fighter and a strong-willed
person. My mother often referred to him as a stubborn Greek. His mother was from Austria and his
father was American, but I suppose stubborn
Austrian or stubborn American didn't have as strong
an effect. My father was Greek Catholic so that
might count.
For the next six weeks, my father fought for
his life. He eventually awoke from his coma, only
to reveal a motionless, non-speaking man whose
mental capacity we will never know. The doctors
and nurses saved my fathers life that night, but only
temporarily postponed the inevitable. The intentions
are good and, hopefully, in the best interest of the
patient. But, as I watched my vibrant, self-sufficient
father deteriorate over the next five months, I
wished he had died that first night to spare him
pointless pain, suffering and the humiliation of
having to be cared for like a newborn baby
I often wonder if we did the right thing keeping
him alive those first six weeks. Knowing my father
Continued on page 8
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Continued from page 7

Lessons Learned

"For God knows the
plans he has for us.
Plans for welfare not
for calamity. To give us
a future and a hope."
-Jeremiah 29:11

••

so well, he would not have wanted that for himself,
but we were torn by hope that, by God's will, he
would survive. "For God knows the plans he has for
us. Plans for welfare not for calamity To give us a
future and a hope" (jeremiah 29:11). Was my
father's misfortune pointless or were we all to learn
from it. If something is learned or gained from
someone else's or our own misfortune, then was it
really a misfortune after all?
The next few months were one of the hardest
times I had to endure in my life. To see my father
helpless with no control of the situation tore my
heart apart. My only salvation was the understanding and compassion of the nursing staff. My father
was treated with respect and dignity regardless of his
decreased physical and mental capacity They called
him by his name, Andrew, and spoke to him like he
was a virile man and not a helpless child. He was
particularly fond of a few of the nurses; they relayed
how he followed them with his eyes and smiled
when they spoke to him. Aware that MASH was my
father's favorite sitcom and John Wayne one of his
favorite actors, the staff always tuned his television
to one of those programs. If they weren't aired, they
would play one of his favorite music tapes.
As I observed the staff carry out the difficult
and stressful task of caring for my father, I couldn't
help but wonder how they could care for patients
day in and out. What satisfaction did they gain from
such a demanding and sometimes unappreciated
task? I have come to realize that nurses, and other
medical personnel involved in direct patient contact,
are very special people. For them it is not just a job.
Most certainly skill and knowledge are required, but
the dedication, caring, compassion and sincerity are
a way of life.

!

During those months, my father was more alert
some days than on others. He would respond with
nods, raised eyes or hand squeezes. Sometimes he
would utter a word or two. In my eyes, his greatest
achievement was on my 37th birthday He said
"happy birthday" to me as clear as the day That is
my most memorable and best birthday present
because I know how hard he worked to say it. Those
achievements may not seem like much but, considering his condition, they were comparable to climbing Mount Everest. Some days, I could look into his
beautiful blue eyes and know he was aware of his
surroundings, but at other times, he was as distant
as the stars. I could not begin to imagine the
thoughts in his mind. Sometimes I felt he was angry
at us for prolonging his life but it was all done out of
love and hope. We weren't ready to let go. I still had
so many questions and wanted us to share so many
experiences.
We believe that we will always have time but
unfortunately time won't always have us. I realized
that much too late. This experience has given me a
greater appreciation for life and a greater compassion
for people, especially the infirm and elderly I also
understand the satisfaction gained through nursing
better but realize that it takes a unique and very special individual.
Saying goodbye to my father will be imprinted
in my mind forever. I never left his side in the end
and hope he knows how much I love him still. My
father was a great man and a wonderful dad, full of
love, kindness, caring and wisdom. I only wish I
had told him so while he was still here. The following is a poem I wrote after my father's passing:

I

Oh Why, Oh Why

\

Bluer than the heavenly sky Bluer than the deepest sea
Oh why, oh why didn't I see How really blue your eyes could be
Gentler than a summers breeze Far reaching than the tallest tree
Oh why, Oh why didn't I see How truly loving you could be
With arms open wide You were always by my side
Oh why, Oh why 'didn't I see How really caring you could be
1

J

l

More wise than true years If only I had ears
Oh why, Oh why didn't I see How full of wisdom you could be

\

Never said too many words Or maybe I just never heard
Oh why, Oh why didn't I see How really proud you were of me
Many years since you've been gone Your memories, they still live on
Oh why, Oh why couldn't you be Still standing here next to me

8
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Dedicated to My Father and Mother

Honorable Mention
It was a sunny day in July Hot air rose off the
pavement like vapors from a steaming cup of tea. It
wasn't a day for changing your life. It was a day for
picnics, hikes or just laying back and looking up at
the clouds and the forms that they make.
Vince hadn't really noticed any major changes
in his health other than he seemed more tired then
usual. Oh well, what do you expect with someone
who has seen 78 Julys.

Q/&thy ~ban,

RN C
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A few days earlier, Vince's doctor urged him to
have a heart catheterization. Vince didn't understand.
Isn't that a test for someone who is having heart problems and chest pain? His cholesterol was perfect and
he had no other symptoms. But his doctor felt there
was something more happening than just old age.
Vince and his wife Marge entered the hospital
doors leaving the hot air behind and for a minute
enjoyed the coolness of the interior. But remembering
why they had come, they ask for and are given
directions to the catheterization unit.
The room is large and filled with the usual paraphernalia of hospitals - beds, a few chairs, tray tables,
one desk in the center of the room and curtains that
partition the beds from each other. It is early but the
room is filled with the dull roar of activity Nurses,
aides and other personnel are rushing here and there.
A staff member greets them and tells Vince of the
preparations that are needed for his "cath". Marge
wonders where this word comes from and realizes
that this "test" may change their lives forever.
They look so vulnerable sitting there waiting.
Does any of the staff really see "them"? Does anyone
really look at them? Has anyone looked into their eyes?
Do you know the eyes reflect everything?

Vince and Marge's eyes mirror what goes on in
every room, on every floor, in every unit, in every
hospital around the world. The eyes in a hospital
reflect what is in the heart, the look of confusion,
anxiety, hope, but most of all fear. If you look around
the room, you can see the same emotions in everyone's eyes.
All too soon, Vince's name is called and he is
taken away for his "test". As Marge waits, she tries to
put her fears on hold. Her husband is going to be
fine. She reads and looks at her watch. She reads
some more and looks again only to find to her dismay
only five minutes have passed. She looks around the
waiting room and is struck by the fact that everyone
is doing the same thing she is doing trying to be
brave, but when a shadow passes the door, all eyes
turn and watch.
The look in Marge's eyes grow suddenly larger.
What did the doctor say? She shakes her head to
clear her thoughts. The words slowly sink in and her
eyes tell the story His heart is bad. Immediate
surgery is needed.
Vince returns and their eyes meet. After many
years of marriage, they read each other's thoughts
and eyes. They will do what has to be done. The
look of resignation reaches both of their eyes at the
same time.
Morning comes too soon. During the night,
the eyes close but the emotions they show are
there nonetheless.
The eyes take in the waiting room. No windows to
look out of, only four blue walls. Is that why the room
feels and looks so small or is it because there are so
many families sitting in there, watching and waiting?
At first, no one looks at each other; everyone tries
to pretend they don't see anyone else. But slowly over
the next several hours, people start to look at each
other and ask, "Who are you waiting for ?".
Marge's children, adults now, gather around her;
they try not to let their fear show in their eyes. It is
there like everyone else'sbut they try to keep it hidden
Continued on back cover
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Honorable Mention
My Father says
It's OK, I've got you.
I can be strong, I can compete, I can win.
My Mother says
It's OK, I've got you.
I can marry, I can love, I can grieve.
My Husband says
It's OK, I've got you.
I can open up, I can trust, I can give.

0lizabeth @ulmer
"

Coordinator, Public Affairs

My Son says
It's OK, I've got you.
I can let go, I can believe, I can have faith.
My nurse says
It's OK, I've got you.
I can fight, I can heal, I can live.

10
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Remember the excitement and joy that filled your heart
when you had found your "niche" in nursing.
Remember the anticipation of going to work and wondering
what the day would hold for you.
Remember the feeling of "I can't wait to get to work. "
You wanted to know how your patients were doing
and what you could do for them.
Remember how your creativity would flow and that positive
energy would give you the strength you needed when it
became hard.

W&thleen ~aubinger, RN , BSN
Lehigh Valley Family Health Center

(

Remember finding out about yourself, finding your beliefs
and finding out why there is value in being a nurse.
Remember all the smiles, all the tears, all the hugs, all the
"I am with you" and cherish each and every one.
For whatever the reason, you are a nurse. With all
y,our skills, techniques and equipment, remember
trtat your caring and your dedication are why you
\.
are a nurse. \

"

;
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Remember it is not a career that has tangible rewards but it
is a career that allows you to touch hearts.
Remember all those patients, all those families because
they remember you.
Remember why you are a nurse.

"
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This is an excerpt from a speech
given at Memorial Day Ceremonies,
May 31,1993

As a woman, it is a real honor for me to be with
you today, because the great tradition of Memorial
Day began quietly with American women.
They came in the spring of the year, to the graves
of soldiers, both north and south. The battlefield was
silent. And upon the graves of the soldiers, the
women scattered spring flowers to offer beauty and
peace for those who had perished in the ugly horror
of combat. The great Civil War was but three years
gone when Generaljohn A. Logan took note of this
memorial tribute and named May 30 as a special day
to honor the graves of Union Soldiers.
Nearly two centuries later, we have come again to
scatter flowers on the graves. The roster of battlefields
has sadly grown over the years. Antietam and
Gettysburg, El Caney, and San Juan Hill, Belleau
Wood•• and Chateau Thierry Anzio and Corrigedor,
Bastogne and Guadalcanal, Normandy, and Bataan.
Pearl Harbor and Midway Pusan, Chosan and Pork
Chop Hill. Chu Lai, An Ke, Tay Ninh. Lebanon. The
Persian Gulf.
Once again the battlefield is silent. The musket
and missile, the cannon and carbine, the machine gun
and mortar have been put away, leaving us only with
the caisson bearing the memory of the flag-draped
caskets of our brothers and sisters in arms. These were
ordinary men and women who answered their nation's
call, who served with dignity and perished in a thousand and more battles, large and small, some with
names that will forever be remembered and many
with names long forgotten, around the globe. It is
upon their graves that we scatter flowers today.
The passage of time has thinned our ranks, but
not our memory of what combat is all about. It may
be heroic, but is hardly glamorous. It may be noble,
but it is terrifying. It may have a purpose, but in the
end seems so senseless a means to settle differences.

But these little frivolities are the symbols of what
our days on the battlefield were all about. For all our
loved ones: security and comfort, and freedom. And
peace. It is only right, however, that we pause, if only
for a moment, to honor those who gave their lives as
well as those of us who have gathered to scatter the
flowers of spring.
It is my honor to stand here today as a nurse
who served in Vietnam, representing the many combat nurses over the years who struggled in sometimes
terrible conditions to save the lives of men who fell
on the field.
But sometimes, nurses themselves became
victims. Margaret Nash, of Wilkes-Barre, was a
Navy nurse stationed in the Philippines during

C2%ancy ~kert,

RN

Neurosciences Research
World War II. Taken prisoner, she spent 41 months
in Santa Tomas, where her weight fell to just 70
pounds and she contracted tuberculosis. She and
the other nurses lived on berries and the few extra
rations given them by a compassionate guard. The
conditions were deplorable. Although she was
never beaten or tortured, there was little humanity
in her care.
One morning after 41 months of clinging to
survival, the prisoners learned that the lives of all
were about to end. In a remarkable twist of fate,
General MacArthur dropped paratroopers and the
prisoners were rescued. Margaret Nash, RN, was
pictured holding a young child in her arms. She was
returned to the United States where she spent many
months struggling to regain her health and strength.
Fifty quiet years later, she died, and they laid
spring flowers on her grave. But no one knew the
true anguish in her heart.
Women, too, answered the buglers call in
Vietnam. I was among the 264,000 women who

\

\
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Ask any RN why he or she chose to enter the
profession of nursing and the answer you receive
may be as varied as your imagination allows.
Common answers might include, "My mother was a
nurse and I admired what she did," or "I felt a need
to help people who were in pain or hurt." Still other
nurses happen into their careers, not planning to
become a nurse.
Several years ago, I chose to become involved in
a community activity thanks to my parents. For
years as a child I had followed my mom and dad to
the local volunteer fire company where they participated in a multitude of events. Growing up there

~nnifer
~

G9imar, RN
Lehigh Valley Home Carel
Lehigh Valley Hospice

brought me a community of friends and "family."
Many of those folks watched me grow into an
adolescent and guided me when I desired a more
involved role in the fire company.
Once I was of age, I sought my parents'
approval to study firefighting and then become an
Emergency Medical Technician (EMT). At the time,
my goal had more to do with joining my fire company
"family" in the adrenaline rush of fighting fires, cutting through cars, and speeding to the ER with
sirens sounding. It had less to do with a noble pursuit of caring - treating the poor souls who needed
the fast ride to the ER. Reluctantly, my parents
approved. They knew all too well the pain such a
role held and the responsibility it entailed, but they
showed faith in me and off I went.
Looking back, I recall seeing a lot of pain and
tears at a young age - the anguish of a family who
lost their pets and all their belongings to a hungry

fire; the indescribable pain of a loved one at the
scene of a fatal accident. Those things will never
leave me, but I believe they made me a wiser and
stronger person as well.
As time wore on, ending the care at the ER
doors no longer satisfied me. I wanted to see what
happened afterward and annoyed the ER docs with
"what next" questions. That persuaded me to pursue
a career in health care. My college study was intense
and I wonder how I lived through those years. I still
tried to remain active in my fire company and ambulance corps but found less and less time to do so.
So it was a stroke of luck that I happened to
be home studying when the call came in for an
"unresponsive" victim at a nearby restaurant. These
types of dispatches always arouse suspicion. You
never know what you will find, from no victim to a
"train wreck." It didn't take me long to get to the
scene. I was immediately directed to the gentleman
on the floor. "He was sipping his coffee, then he
slumped over and fell to the floor," his friends said.
My mind fired the ABC's; quickly I assessed his airway. I opened it but he wasn't breathing. I gave two
breaths and then searched for what I did not expect
to find, a pulse. On with CPR. Soon help arrived
including Advanced Life Support.
Unfortunately, many cases of pre-hospital
cardiac arrest did not survive at that time. There
were no Automated Exteral Defibrillators and few
lay people knew CPR. Miraculously, when the paramedic put the monitor on, a weak but discernable
rhythm was found. We were relieved, but knew this
man was a long way from full recovery.
In a small town, I could track the outcome
of these events easily. I heard via the local grapevine
that the man had recovered but heard little else.
Later, the local Kiwanis club gave a dinner to thank
the team of people who worked to save this mans
life. He and I cried together that evening as he
thanked me for saving his life. He was grateful for
the time to meet his grandchildren and love his wife
a little longer.
Continued on page 14
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How Did You Become A Nurse

"Home health nursing
is one oj the most
challenging areas oj
nursing I have ever
experienced. "

••
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Back to the books I went and proudly graduated
with a degree in nursing from Cedar Crest College. I
took an RN position and worked every possible unit
in the hospital before finally settling in General
Intensive Care Unit. After several years, I chose to
leave the hospital walls to once again provide care in
the community by way of home care.
Home health nursing is one of the most challenging areas of nursing I have ever experienced. The
home care nurse must provide care using sharp critical
thinking skills and creativity This nurse also must
provide care while keeping a close eye on the cost of
healthcare. In addition, she must playa major role in
teaching. And ever present is the need to remain in
strict compliance with ever-tightening regulations.
There is no shortage of variety in home care either.
From complex IV therapy, to diabetic survival skills, to
a chronic and slow healing wound, a home care nurse
needs strong assessment skills and working knowledge of most disease processes and interventions.
Chaos is inherent to home care. "Flexibility is
key" This mantra can be heard over and over.
Schedules can change at a moments notice. "Mrs.
Jones called to say her husband fell, can you add him
to your schedule for today?" These words would be
nothing strange to the ears of a home care nurse. Plan,
plan and re-plan and then it may change again. Even
so, home care nurses thrive, driven by the needs of
their patients, patients who trust their nurses care and
advice.
One such chaotic day I received a call from my
Supervisor. I was asked to pick up a new admission, an
unstable cardiac patient who was recently discharged
from the hospital and had several medication changes.
"Great," I sighed, "maybe I'll be done working by dinner-time." I called the home, introduced myself, scrib- .
bled down directions and made an appointment for
that afternoon. I arrived on time and rang the doorbell. A middle aged woman answered and ushered me
into the apartment. I found my patient resting on a
hospital bed guarded by an obese cat trying hard to
look fierce.
"Am I ever glad to see you," were the first words
from his lips. I had to look hard to recognize him but
slowly the realization hit me. This was the man I had
helped many years earlier on the floor of the restaurant.

He certainly looked nothing like I remembered. He
was drawn ana fatigued from a lengthy hospital stay
Before he courd say another word, the tears flowed.
For a long time we talked of what had transpired
since that day so many years ago.
He thanked me for years of love with his family
but then said the hard words which confirmed my
suspicions. He knew his heart was failing and thanked
his doctor profusely for keeping him alive for so long.
Still, he knew that he could not hold out much
longer. I returned to visit him for several weeks to
teach his wife and him how to use his medications.
I drew his blocd, listened to pis heart and lungs,
checked his weight, and taught the symptoms which
should prompt a call to his doctor.
Then one day he asked me a hard question.
'Jennifer, I don't want to go to the hospital anymore.
I'm tired of being poked; besides, I know they can't
do anything more for me. What should I do?" We
talked a long time about what he did and did not
want. I gave him the best advice I could and, in the
end, he felt comfortable with his choices. Eventually,
he was ready for discharge from home care services
and he chose to carryon with the care of his family
and friends. ,
I thoughtl of him often as I drove by his home on
the way to visit other patients. I wondered how he
and his wife were getting along and how their overweight cat was managing. Christmas came and went. I
remembered something he said to me, "Thank you for
so many Christmases. I would have missed them if
you hadn't come to help me that day" I saw his obituary several weeks into the New Year.He had made it
through the ~olidays, just as he wanted .
I often reflect on the coincidences in this story so many "what if's." I always wonder how this fell into
place. What iflmy parents had not been in the fire
company? What if I had not been interested in EMS?
What if I had not chosen home care when I did? The
list goes on and on. life events help form who we are
although one can never quite define exactly the role
these events play in what we become. What is the
cause of these events - fate, divine intervention or
plain coincidence? Whatever you may believe, consider
the lives you have touched and be ever mindful of the
impact you have on them.
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I called you tonight to say goodbye and tell you
to have a great time on your cruise. I love the fact
that you started making more time for Mom, taking
frequent vacations together. I know this one had a
purpose. You wanted Uncle Walter and Aunt Helen to
experience the closeness you and Mom get from your
cruise vacations, especially since he was only given six
months to live. What irony I Anyway,Mom said you
were not home, but were stopping by the doctor on
the way from work for some cold medicine. Looking
back, I should have known something was wrong.
YOU do not go to the doctor.
I never got to say goodbye. I am so angry with
you for dying. You were only fifty-seven. There was no
reason for your death and yet you died the way you

Yc5arbara ~avis,
Emergency Department
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lived, Polish to the end. When the doctor told you to
go to the hospital, why didn't you go? Were you afraid
of ruining a vacation? What possessed you to go home
and tell Mom that he told you to go on vacation, relax
and put your feet up' I read your chart. He told you
to go to the hospital. When you were lying in bed that
night, your chest hurting, nauseated, sleeping on extra
pillows because you were short of breath, what did
you think was going on? Who were you trying to protect, to save? If you would have gone to the hospital
when the doctor told you, you might be alive today
Yes,you still would have had the heart attack, but
medical care might have saved you.
I never got to say goodbye. When I got the phone
call during the night that you collapsed, were not
breathing and the ambulance was taking you to the
hospital, I could tell there was little hope and yet I
prayed. Don't let my Dad die. We were strangers for so
much of our life. You were the head of the house, the
provider, and the disciplinarian. It was not until after I
was married that I ever remember you saying, "I love
you" to me. I knew you did, but you did not say the
words. And your hugs. No one ever did or ever will
give a hug the way you did. I can still feel them today
but it was not always like that. You did not show affection when we were little, and during my teenage years
we barely spoke, yet alone hugged. Did you change or
did 17 Whoever it was, I am glad it happened.

I never got to say goodbye. When I got to the
hospital and talked to the emergency crew, I knew I
listened to all the medicine they gave you; to all the
interventions and somewhere along the way I lost the
role of being your daughter and became the nurse in
the family They worked on you for hours. Even the
doctors were having a hard time letting you go. I
remember the words of the doctor telling Mom just
to let them try a little longer. And Mom would have
done anything to keep you alive. You were the man
with whom she spent thirty-nine years. You were the
man she married at just fourteen. You were the man
she wanted to hold on to at all cost. But you were not
that man anymore. And you would have been so
angry at us if we would have kept you alive, only to
live out your days without being able to care for yourself or think for yourself. And the nurse in me had to
explain what the daughter in me knew - it was time to
let you go. You were dead.
I never got to say goodbye. How dare you die?
We moved back to the valley so we could be close to
family So our kids could get to know their Grandma
and Grandpa. So you could watch them play baseball
and soccer, see them in scouts and be there to teach
them what family is all about. Do you have any idea
how hard it was to spend holidays so far away from
you when we were stationed in distant states? Do you
have any idea how home sick I would get for you 7 I
could close my eyes and picture myself sitting in the
kitchen and you would come home from work. You
would come in the front door, carrying your suit coat,
briefcase and shoes. You would always be carrying
your shoes. Did you ever drive home with your shoes
on? And then you would come up the stairs and I
would get a hug YOUR famous hug. How dare you
die when we had only been back for nine months?
You did not even get to see your grandsons play ball.
And they will never get to know you.
I never got to say goodbye. The days after you
died were so structured. We did the dutiful things.
We prepared for all the people who would come to
pay their condolences. We carried on conversations
that we do not remember. We listened to stories that
we did not hear. And we went through the motions of
the day But it was when we were alone as a family
that we pulled together. When we picked out your
plot, we had to have a tree next to it so you would
have shade. You had to be buried on the same side of
the plot as you would have slept in bed. And the casket.
Continued on back cover
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The day I knew of you ...
What a joy, a feeling of hope and promise.
Our love now expressed in a living being.
At first I tell no one ...
enjoying my time alone with you.
A time that fills me with a warmth unmatched by any fire.
)
I dream of our time ahead ....
Saturday mornings cartoons, brownies and dance classes.
Sports and snuggling while reading together:
All the wondrous things in life I want to show you ...
To share with you.
A doorway to an enchanting new world.
ALL THIS I WANT FOR YOu. ...
FOR ME!!!.
All lost, one afternoon ....
Amid the plans, the hopes and dreams.
Slipped through our fingers.
Much too soon ....
Before I had a chance to really know you.
To feel you.
It's hard to talk with people ....
To look eye to eye.
They don't really know.
But we try ... Try as we are able ....
Gently guiding parents and their familif:s through this darkness,
Through this immense pain and sorrow.
A seemingly never-ending labyrinth of emotions.
We suppress the overwhelming desire to run.
Instead we focus on holding hands, listening and touching ...
And yes
crying.
A bond is formed ...unknowingly,
In a realm unclear and unknown to most.
MUCH TOO MANY .... ONE IS TOO MANY
Exhausted mentally and physically drained ....
We smile and greet the next.

~ebra ffielles, RN
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Its early, when are they coming?
I have a job to do.
How many will come today?
To some people, I will be a haven.
Others will grow to hate me.
But I have a job to do.
I will enclose the people within me.
I will be strongfor them.
Some people may lean against me.
Others may throw things at me.
But Ihave a job to do.

QY~hy ~ban,

RN
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Some people will pass by me without a glance.
Others will pass knowing that I did my job well.
Some people are here now.
This is the hardest part.
Some just stare at me till I can stand their eyes no longer.
I
/
Some will not even see me.
But I will do my job.
Some people will cry.
Everyone will remember past times.
Some wfll even try to laugh.
I hOJJeI did my job well today.
Slowly they leave, one by one.
All is quiet now.
But tomorrow I will do my job again.

WOOl ~UlllBM V TlMSUV
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and the
exactly who Slobodan Milosevic was. It was then I
understood

why this two-year old child clung to her

mother in fear when any health care worker came
near her during her hospitalization.

What this two-

year old had seen and been through in her two short
years of life, no person, yet alone a child, should have
to experience.

Her mother, who was 8-1/2 months

pregnant, never left her side. She stayed for three days
in the hospital in the same clothing, and never com-

~ryann

~dshan,

RN'
Pediatrics

My shift started like any other busy 3-11 daythe unit was full, an admission on the way, and a

••

killed in the war one month before they left Kosovo.
He left behind two children, two and three-year old
boys. I couldn't even imagine. I compared
to the stories my grandparents

their story

had told me of how

they emigrated here from Austria, but this was much

family spoke only Albanian. "Oh great," I thought.

worse. They couldn't come to the US without a spon-

The child to be discharged had a severe milk protein

sor. This family came to the US through the Catholic

allergy She was placed on a new type of formula,

Social Agency, and were sponsored

which I needed to teach the mother to make from

by Rodale.

Needless to say, this was an eye-opening

experi-

powder. I could hardly wait. The Albanian translator

ence for me. What struck me most was how unbeliev-

was not available, but not to worry, the cousin who

ably grateful these people were. After we finished the

speaks some English will be in later.

discharge paperwork,

At 8:00 PM, the cousin arrived. I went into the

they said "thank you" for

explaining this to me. They said thank you at least 20
times. They also told me to thank everyone for saving

best, since I am pretty good at Spanish. Little did I

their childs life. I felt, "I didn't even do anything, just

know that my outlook on life and the world would

my job." I started emptying the room and the grandfa-

change in an hour and a half, when the discharge

ther who had been watching the child while I was

process was finished. The family was polite and

explaining the discharge, came back to the room. He

extremely interested in every word I said. We talked

kept saying thank you and bowing his head up and

about where they came from, but when the cousin

down while smiling. "Thank you" are probably two of

said, "You don't understand,

five English words he knew.

we are refugees," she

caught my attention.
She told me how they had to leave their homes

I

cousin also told me that her sisters husband was

discharge. Only this was not a typical discharge. The

room slightly anxious, but I thought I'd just do my

18

plained or asked for a thing. The English speaking

I was unbelievably

"

touched by these people.

.
So many others
exp.ect the world to give them every-

210 not.

and all their possessions behind in Pristina, Kosovo.

thing. These p~ople

They escaped the war to Albania. They left with only

be free with the chance to live in the United States.

They are just grateful to

the clothing on their backs. The next day I went

They take English classes two nights a week and are

home and searched the web and read about some of

eager to learn. Rodale has also given some of them

the horrors these people had faced. I also learned

jobs as well as a place to live.

Nursing Voice

As Christmas approached,

1 was listening to my

bristles of the branches were matted and the tree was

f

priest talk in-church

very bare. They had one set of lights on it and just a

about giving. "To truly give and

not expect anything in return, not even a thank you,

few ornaments.

is what it means to truly give. This is especially so

us to stay and talk. They all beamed with smiles and

when giving to a complete stranger," he said. He

gratefulness.

urged that this is Gods work and urged the parish to

absolutely nothing, and were happy They were

do something

probably happy just to be safe, together, and alive.

immediately

like this during this Christmas season. I

we all decided to help this family We decided to use

about. I write this not because I want you to know

the money the unit had won last year for the Friends

what we did, but to share with you the sense of peace

of Nursing Unit Caring Award. We donated that

and joy this brought to me. I realized it wasn't even

money to this family We made sure everyone in the

the fact that we brought gifts to this family, but the

family had a Christmas present. Some people donated

fact that we took the time to CARE about someone

clothing, toys and bed linens as well.

else. Someone we didn't even know. For a brief time,
we touched sorneones life and helped when help was

these things to this family. It was Friday, December 22

needed most. This feeling is like nothing else that I

at 7:00 PM. When we arrived, they were watching out

have ever experienced.

the windows for us. Our little patient's uncle and

nate to be able to do that. We enter into and touch

father came out to the car to help us carry things in.

peoples lives on a daily basis.

••

We entered the 2nd floor, two-room apartment
seven people lived, and I immediately

, That night

where

noticed on the

this world. I was going home to a safe, warm house,
absolutely nothing but each other, but that was the

tions. There was no television or VCR, or even a

key They don't have a fancy house, new furniture,

radio. The two-year old girl looked so much better,

new car, plastic toys, or even an abundance

smiling, pink and healthy The last time we saw her,
pa1f and scared. She immedia~ely saw the

\

packages wrapped in Christmas paper and her eyes
lit up. There was a stuffed animal she picked up and
hugged. She held it the entire time we were there.
There was not one toy in the house of this two-year
old. Her mother had just come home from the hospital that day with the baby al}d was resting in the front
room. She was in a bed that had just one blanket on
it. The apartment
sweatshirts,

on my way home, I thought how for-

with my family waiting for me. These people had

side by side. There were no other pictures or decora-

sne was

was cool. They all wore sweaters or

I'm sure to save on the heat. We placed

our presents under their Christmas tree that looked
like it had been packed in a box (or twenty years. The

\

of food,

yet they are happy Happy to be alive and live in the
'II.

United States of America. Through this experience,

I

learned we CAN make a difference, one person at a
time. I also learned what giving is really about, and
why that is the true meaning of Christmas.

"To truly give and not expect anything in
return, not even a thank you, is what it
means to truly give. This is especially so
when giving to a complete stranger."

\
Spring 2001

We in health care are so fortu-

tunate I was and how much we all take for granted in

wall the flags of Kosovo and the United States hanging

I

the two other staff members

and I realized exactly what Christmas and life was all

The true delight came the night we delivered

/

I could not believe they had nothing,

At that moment,

thought of this family from Kosovo. A

few people on our unit put their heads together and

(

They offered us drinks and wanted

,
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Continued from page 9

Reflectors of the Heart
for their mother's sake. Their eyes mirror the thoughts
of some others in the room, the children of other
fathers and mothers. What wi.lltheir world be like if
they lose their parent? They look at each other without saying any words and then silently look away
They know their father is 78 but he is what
some would call a "good" 78. He has been part of
their lives for so long. How can things change so fast?
They remember the first time, as children when they
looked at him and knew him as their father. Wasn't
that yesterday?
As the hours pass by, some families leave and
others come, all wi.th reflective eyes. So many different people but the eyes are all the same.
Staffmembers come and go also, speaking quietly to families. I wonder if anyone in that room looks
into the staff's eyes. How hard it must be to look at
families everyday - to look into millions of eyes wi.th
the same fears that all families have. Are they thinking, "this could be my mother or father"? How do
they sleep at night wi.th all of those eyes staring at
them, questioning them?

The family is lost in their thoughts. Then the
familys eyes and the doctor's eyes meet and for one
second, the world stops. What did he say? The
surgery was tough but he is going to be fine.
The look of fear in Marges eyes is less now but
wi.llnot go away entirely for several months. It wi.ll
return every time she thinks of how close she came to
losing him. Another look grows stronger in her eyes
now ... one of hope.
She goes to his bedside. The shock of all of the
tubes coming out of her husband is mirrored in her
eyes. But as fast as it comes, she closes the look. She
touches his hand and bends down to kiss him.
At first he doesn't really know she is there, he
is groggy from the anesthesia and his eyes are unfocused. But slowly the eyes clear and he turns his head
towards her. The look in their eyes now tells it all.
The reason for all of the fear is gone. Their eyes are
filled wi.th love for each other and, as their children
enter the room, the look of love expands even further.
Anyone looking at this family can see it in their eyes,
the reflection of their hearts, the look of love.

Continued from page 12

The Flowers of

Sp_rin----rg=J--------

served voluntarily during the war. We were Red
Cross volunteers, clerical workers, journalist, entertainers, flight attendants, doctors - and approximately
7,000 of us were nurses.
We came from every state in this great nation, but
above all, we were volunteers. We cared for those who
bore the wounds of battle, and like many, we came
home to try desperately to make meaning of it all.
I would not be a nurse unless I gave you instructions and directions. So that I won't let you down,
here is your prescription. At the conclusion of this
ceremony, I'd like each of you to step to this magnificent~emorial. Choose a branch of service, and tell
the person next to you all that you can remember
about your experience. You want to pass on the
memory
A memory A memorial. A day of remembrance.
A time to remember and a time to let go, a time to
honor all the men and women who died in service to
their county A time to express pride in our veterans
and to again welcome them home.
High and clear and true in the echoes of the

_

guns, a bugle lifts the old, old notes of Taps, the lullaby for the living soldier, and the requiem for those
who have passed on. Save for the bugle, the battlefield is silent.
Yetwe hear the steady beat of the drum again in
distant places and we pray that the world wi.llnever
know what we, and those laid to rest here, knew so
well. We pause to listen to the faraway call to arms
and a tear comes to our eye. Upon how many more
graves must we scatter the flowers of spring? How
many more battlefields must be added to the roster?
We wi.pe the tear away and we lift our chins.
We have scattered the flowers of spring. We were,
and wi.llalways be, soldiers. Citizens of a free land,
warriors in time of need, guardians of a great heritage,
answering the roll call in the great battalions and
regiments of history
But always soldiers.
And we wi.llanswer duty's call for as long as it
takes and for as often as it takes to protect that which
we hold dear: Freedom. America. And the memories
that dwell in this sacred ground.

Continued from page 15

Dear Dad
We knew as soon as we entered the showroom which
casket you had to have. When do you ever remember
all six of your children and your wife agreeing on
anything, and yet we did. But then the salesman said
you were too large for it. That was not going to stop
us. Your son took out his trusty tape measure and we
showed him that wi.th a little tuck in the corners you
could fit in the casket we picked. And you were
buried in it, on the wrong side of the grave, under
the tree.
I never got to say goodbye. I wi.llnever understand why you had to die. You were looking forward
to retiring. Just two more years, you would say And
then you would have time. Time for your wife, your

I

kids and your grandkids. Time to enjoy life. To sit
back, relax and put your feet up. If only you would
have gone to the hospital that fateful night. 1would
not have to tell you goodbye in a letter. I could walk
up to you, get a hug and tell you how sorry I am for
anything I ever did to hurt you. Tell you how proud
I was to be your daughter and how proud I was to
have you as my Dad. Tell you that "I love you."
Instead, I am trying to work through my anger, trying
to close a chapter, trying to move on.
I guess it is time to tell you Goodbye. I wi.llmiss
you always.
Love,
Your Daughter

)

